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Cerebral responses to putative pheromones and objects of sexual
attraction were recently found to differ between homo- and
heterosexual subjects. Although this observation may merely mir-
ror perceptional differences, it raises the intriguing question as to
whether certain sexually dimorphic features in the brain may differ
between individuals of the same sex but different sexual orienta-
tion. We addressed this issue by studying hemispheric asymmetry
and functional connectivity, two parameters that in previous
publications have shown specific sex differences. Ninety subjects
[25 heterosexual men (HeM) and women (HeW), and 20 homosex-
ual men (HoM) and women (HoW)] were investigated with mag-
netic resonance volumetry of cerebral and cerebellar hemispheres.
Fifty of them also participated in PET measurements of cerebral
blood flow, used for analyses of functional connections from the
right and left amygdalae. HeM and HoW showed a rightward
cerebral asymmetry, whereas volumes of the cerebral hemispheres
were symmetrical in HoM and HeW. No cerebellar asymmetries
were found. Homosexual subjects also showed sex-atypical amyg-
dala connections. In HoM, as in HeW, the connections were more
widespread from the left amygdala; in HoW and HeM, on the other
hand, from the right amygdala. Furthermore, in HoM and HeW the
connections were primarily displayed with the contralateral amyg-
dala and the anterior cingulate, in HeM and HoW with the caudate,
putamen, and the prefrontal cortex. The present study shows
sex-atypical cerebral asymmetry and functional connections in
homosexual subjects. The results cannot be primarily ascribed to
learned effects, and they suggest a linkage to neurobiological
entities.

amygdala � homosexuality � cerebral lateralization �
cerebral connectivity � magnetic resonance volumetry

One of the more controversial questions in the neurobiology of
human behavior relates to the mechanisms of sexual orien-

tation. This issue received increasing interest over the last decade
and was further substantiated by recent results from imaging studies
of cerebral activation in homo- and heterosexual subjects. During
judgment of face attractiveness and when viewing sexually arousing
films the cerebral response was found to be invariant to the
preferred sexual stimulus/face [male in heterosexual women (HeW)
and homosexual men (HoM), and female in heterosexual men
(HeM) and homosexual women (HoW)] and located in certain core
regions of the reward circuitry and the motor cortex (1, 2).
Furthermore, in a series of PET activation studies during smelling
of putative pheromones we detected a sex differentiated activation
of the anterior hypothalamus in HeM and HeW (3) and a sex-
atypical (almost reciprocal) pattern of activation in HoM and HoW
(4, 5). While intriguing, none of these studies provided conclusions
about the underlying mechanisms because they imaged percep-
tional processes, which could be innate, as well as learned. By
indicating a link between sexually dimorphic regions of the mid-
brain and the sexual orientation, they fueled, however, the on-going
discussion about the neurobiology of sexual orientation and raised
several new questions. One is whether the sexual dimorphism
reported in the literature (6) could be sex-atypical in homosexual

subjects even with respect to factors that are not directly associated
with behavior. Another is whether possible differences between
homo- and heterosexual subjects could be present also in the
cerebral circuits outside those strictly involved in reproduction.

In the present study we addressed these issues by investigating
age-matching groups of homo- and heterosexual men and women
with respect to two separate parameters, both unlikely to be directly
affected by learned patterns and behavior, and both showing
sex-dimorphic characteristics in previous studies. The first param-
eter was cerebral and cerebellar asymmetry measured with mag-
netic resonance (MR) volumetry. The second parameter was the
functional connectivity from the right and left amygdalae, analyzed
on the basis of PET measurements of regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) during rest and passive smelling of unscented air. Our
choice to measure hemispheric volumes was based on survey of the
current literature providing some indications of a sex-atypical
lateralization in HoM, and to a certain extent also in HoW during
certain neuropsychological tests. One example is studies of dichotic
listening showing a more pronounced right–ear preference in HeM
compared with HoM (and also HeW), in whom no significant
lateralization was detected (7, 8). Another is the report that HoM,
like HeW, have a relatively larger anterior commissure compared
with HeM (9), providing a possible anatomical substrate for higher
interhemispheric connections (10). Furthermore, HoM are, like
HeW, reported to outperform HeM in certain verbal tests. Such
tests involve language circuits, which according to some studies are
more symmetrical in women (11, 12). HoM also show an inferior
performance in visuospatial tasks, and particularly in tests of mental
rotation and navigation strategy (13–15). These functions are
processed primarily by the right parietal lobe, which is relatively
larger in men than in women (16, 17). The data from HoW are
sparse. HoW score like HeW on most cognitive measures except for
verbal fluency and mental rotation, two tests in which they perform
more like HeM (13, 14). They are reported to have a slightly
stronger right-ear preference during dichotic listening than HeW,
and some studies show similarities with HeM also in click-evoked
otoacoustic emissions (CEOAEs) (13, 16, 18). Together, these data
provide a rationale for possible global hemispheric differences with
respect to sex and sex orientation.

The choice to measure amygdala connectivity was based on
several reports about sex differentiated amygdala lateralization in
processing of emotional memories (with an activation of the right
amygdala in men, and the left amygdala in women) (19, 20).
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Furthermore, Kilpatrick et al. (21) recently found that the amygdala
exhibits sex-differentiated functional connections during rest: in
men, the connections were mainly displayed from the right amyg-
dala and targeted to the sensorimotor cortex, striatum, and pulvi-
nar, whereas in women they were more pronounced from the left
amygdala and targeted to the subgenual cortex and the hypothal-
amus. Because measurements of the resting state functional con-
nectivity are independent of user, perceptive, cognitive, or behav-
ior-related tasks, they lend themselves to studies of more crude
potential neurobiological correlates to sex and sexual orientation.
In addition, the amygdala is a key structure in the limbic networks
and exhibits high density of estrogen and androgen receptors
(22, 23).

The present study was carried out under the hypothesis that:
(i) The hemispheric volumes are symmetrical in HeW but not

HeM;
(ii) in HeW the amygdala is functionally connected primarily with

the subgenual cortex and the hypothalamus, in HeM with the
sensorimotor cortex and the striatum;

(iii) the side difference in hemispheric volumes, as well as the
pattern of amygdala connectivity, could be sex-atypical in homo-
sexual subjects.

Results
Hemispheric Volumes. HeM and HoW had significantly asymmet-
rical hemispheric volumes, with larger right hemisphere (P � 0.0063
for HeM and P � 0.001 for HoW; paired t tests). In contrast, no
asymmetry was detected in HeW (P � 0.6054) or in HoM (P �
0.8749) [Table 1 and supporting information (SI) Fig. S1]. The
ANOVA showed a significant overall group difference (P � 0.0008;
F � 6.168, df � 3). Fisher’s post hoc test revealed that the
asymmetry in HeM was significant in relation to HeW (P � 0.0005)
and HoM (P � 0.0010). Likewise, the asymmetry index in HoW was
significant in relation to HeW and HoM (P � 0.0244 and P �
0.0344, respectively). No difference was found between the HeM

and HoW, or between HeW and HoM. The observed differences
in asymmetry were not related to a particular hemisphere (Table 1).
A post hoc evaluation detected asymmetry exceeding two standard
deviations of that in HeW (who were hypothesized to have sym-
metrical volumes) in 1 HeW, 4 HoM, 7 HoW, and 12 HeM.

The cerebellar hemispheres were symmetrical in all four popu-
lations (P � 0.871, F � 0.236, df � 3; one-way ANOVA), without
any group difference (Table 1). The inter-rater correlations was
0.85, P � 0.001, for cerebral hemispheres, and 0.93, P � 0.001, for
the cerebellar hemispheres. The corresponding intra-rater corre-
lations were 0.88 and 0.95 (P � 0.001).

Functional Connectivity. Only positive covariations are reported
because only one significant negative covariation was observed
[detected in HeM, with respect to the right amygdala, and located
in the occipital cortex, (z � 4.5; size 5.3, Talairach coordinates 6,
�80, 16)].

HeW had more widespread connections from the left amygdala,
HeM from the right amygdala (Table 2). Furthermore, in HeW
connections were displayed with the contralateral amygdala, the
anterior cingulate and subcallosum, and the hypothalamus, whereas
in HeM the connectivity clusters covered the putamen and caudate,
and portions of the agranular insular cortex. Both HeW and HeM
showed covariation with portions of the temporal neocortex (Tables
2 and 3 and Fig. 1).

The connectivity pattern in homosexual subjects was almost
reciprocal in relation to the same-sex controls. First, in HoM the
connections were more widespread from the left amygdala, in HoW
from the right amygdala (Fig. 1). Second, HoM, just as HeW,
displayed connections with the contralateral amygdala, the anterior
cingulate, the subcallosum, and the hypothalamus. In HoW, on the
other hand, connections were displayed with the putamen and the
orbitofrontal and prefrontal cortex, but not with the contralateral
amygdala or the cingulate cortex (Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 1).

All four groups also showed functional connections with the
temporal neocortex ipsilateral to the amygdala seed region.

Table 1. Volumes of interest

Group No.
R cerebral

hemisphere, cm3

L cerebral
hemisphere, cm3

AI, cerebral
hemispheres

R cerebellar
volume,cm3

L cerebellar
volume, cm3

AI, cerebellar
hemispheres

HeM 25 624 � 43 612 � 41 0.012 � 0.02* 68.2 � 6.4 68.4 � 6.6 �0.003 � 0.007
HeW 25 581 � 37 581 � 36 �0.001 � 0.005 68.7 � 7.4 68.4 � 7.9 0.004 � 0.029
HoM 20 608 � 46 609 � 47 �0.0004 � 0.009 67.6 � 6.6 67.5 � 5.5 0.0004 � 0.025
HoW 20 548 � 34 543 � 33 0.008 � 0.007† 65.6 � 7.5 65.8 � 6.7 0.002 � 0.020

The numbers indicate means and standard deviations. R, right; L, left; AI, asymmetry index [(R � L)/(R � L)]. *, P � 0.0005 in relation to HeW and 0.0010 in
relation to HoM; †, P � 0.0244 in relation to HeW and P � 0.0344 in relation to HoM.

Table 2. Significant covariations from the left amygdala

Region

HeW HeM HoM HoW

z
level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

z
level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

z
level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

z
level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

L amygdala inf 9.6 �18, 2, �18* inf 4.6 �18, 2, �18 inf 6.5 �18, 2, �10† inf 5.1 �18, 2, �10
�26, 2, �2

R amygdala 4.2 2.0 22, �16, �12‡ 4.4 1.8 8, 6, �12‡

Cingulate 5.7 1.4 �16, 45, �4 4.0 1.2 �30, 14, 2§

5.2 2.6 �18, 32, �12 3.6 0.8 �2, 44, �12
L superior and

middle temporal
gyrus

4.2 1.1 �40, �2, �4

4.4 1.0 �34, �76, 12

Superior collicle 3.9 2.5 �14, �32, �10

Clusters detected at T � 3.0, corrected P � 0.05. Talairach coordinates denote local maxima. R, right; L, left; inf, infinite.
*Includes the anterior cingulate, subcallosum, and hypothalamus, and a minor portion of the superior temporal gyrus.
†Covers the hypothalamus, the subcallosum, and the anterior cingulate.
‡Covers the piriform cortex.
§Subcallosum.
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Group comparisons confirmed these findings: HeW, as well as
HoM, showed a greater connectivity with the contralateral amyg-
dala and the cingulate cortex compared with both HeM and HoW.
In relation to HoW, HoM showed, in addition, a greater connec-
tivity with the cerebellum, as did HeW in relation to HeM. HeM
and HoW, on the other hand, showed significantly more pro-
nounced connections with the frontal lobe cortex including the
postcentral gyrus, with putamen, and the parietal cortex (inferior
parietal lobe and the posterior cingulate) compared with both HeW
and HoM (Tables 4 and 5 and Fig. S2). No significant differences
were detected between the HeW and HoM, nor between the HeM
and HoW.

Careful positioning of the amygdala volumes of interest (VOIs)
on the separate reformatted PET images showed almost identical
locations, and no systematic positioning shifts between the study
groups.

We found no group differences in respiratory frequency (df 3,
F � 1.0, P � 0.39), or amplitude (df 3, F � 2.1, P � 0.11),
(Table S1).

Discussion
Using combined PET and MRI experiments, we found sexual
dimorphism with respect to hemispheric asymmetry and the func-
tional connections from the right and left amygdala. We also found
that the hemispheric ratios, as well as the patterns of amygdala
connectivity, were sex atypical in homosexual subjects, with HoM

exhibiting more female patterns and HoW showing more male-like
features (albeit less pronounced).

Methodological Issues. The investigated parameters were selected to
be methodologically robust and to minimize perceptional and active
cognitive interference. By carrying out MR volumetry of cerebral
hemispheres, which have easily identifiable demarcations, a possi-
ble bias ascribable to cumbersome structural landmarks was min-
imized. The variation was further reduced by inclusion of only
right-handed subjects, and by use of age-matched populations (no
correction for aging effects was, thus, needed).

Left-handedness is more prevalent among HoM compared to
HeM, and left-handed subjects are reported to have a less signif-
icant cerebral asymmetry than those who are strictly right-handed.
A more representative population of HoM with respect to hand-
edness would, therefore, probably show an even more pronounced
symmetry. The odds for non-right-handedness are much lower in
HoW (24). Consequently, the restriction to right-handed homosex-
ual population in the present study is unlikely to explain the results.

Standard deviations were generally low and not larger in HeW
and HoM than in HeM and HoW; failure to detect asymmetry can,
thus, not simply be attributed to a larger variability. The present
study was not designed to show how possible regional asymmetries
were distributed; thus, the symmetrical hemispheric volumes in
HeW and HoM could, theoretically, result from multiple regional
asymmetries pointing in opposite directions. This possibility does
not, however, invalidate the detected group differences.

The amygdala VOIs showed no systematic positioning shifts
between the study groups. Neither were there any indications that
homo- and heterosexual men and women were engaged in system-
atically different cognitive processes during the scans, or that they
reacted differently to the experimental situation (judged by their
reports, and the respiratory measurements). We, therefore, believe
that the observed connectivity patterns reflected true biological
differences.

Functional connectivity was in the present study calculated
during rest when the subjects were lying in the scanner and
breathing unscented air (without sniffing). A potential difficulty
with cueing the subject to concentrate on breathing room air is that
this act may constitute a task and that therefore the functional
connectivity may not represent true ‘‘resting’’ condition. However,
the major purpose of the present study was to investigate how the
rCBF covaries between the amygdala and the rest of the brain
during a condition not associated with perceptive, emotional, or
cognitive tasks, which could be linked to sexual orientation or
behavior. By prompting subjects to concentrate on breathing the

Table 3. Significant covariations from the right amygdala

Region

HeW HeM HoM HoW

z level
Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

R amygdala inf 5.0 14, 4, �14 inf 2.4 16, 4, �14* inf 12.0 18, 4, �14† inf 3.4 16, 4, �14*
L amygdala � hipp �

piri-form cortex
5.0 3.4 �26, 4, �14‡ 5.4 0.8 �34, 6, �8†

R orbitofrontal cortex 4.5 1.6 22, 32, �10
L putamen � insular cortex 3.6 3.0 �38, 0, �8
L middle temporal gyrus 5.0 2.6 �42, �22, �6 5.0 1.8 �42, �22, �6
L middle frontal gyrus 4.6 3.2 �26, 54, 24

3.6 1.6 �32, 36, 40
L superior frontal gyrus 3.9 1.6 �16, 64, 16

2.8 0.7 �12, 54, 24

Threshold at T � 3.0 and P � 0.05 uncorrected; italics indicate P � 0.1 uncorrected. Talairach coordinates denote local maxima. R, right; L, left; inf, infinite;
hipp, hippocampus.
*Includes the putamen.
†Includes the anterior cingulate, subcallosum, and hypothalamus, and a minor portion of the superior temporal gyrus.
‡Covers the piriform cortex.

Fig. 1. Covariations with the respective amygdala seed region in hetero- and
homosexual subjects. The Sokoloff scale indicates T values. Clusters detected
at T � 3.0 are superimposed on the standard MR image of the brain.
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room air we aimed to minimize variations caused by spontaneous
reflections or judgments. A caveat with such approach is that
individual differences in respiratory frequency and amplitude could
affect the rCBF in parts of the piriform cortex and cerebellum (25,
26). Calculation of respiratory frequency and amplitude showed,
however, no significant group differences (Table S1). Furthermore,
respiration-related group differences in calculated functional con-
nectivity would be primarily expected in the ventral tegmentum–
pontocerebellar connections and not in the contralateral amygdala,
the anterior cingulate, subcallosum, striatum, and frontal cortex.
The present findings were also congruent with the major observa-
tions of Kilpatrick et al. (21), although they did not report significant
connections between the two amygdalae. Bilateral amygdala con-
nections were, however, found in females by Zald and colleagues
(27), whereas Irwin et al. (28) failed to detect them in their control

material, perhaps because the results were based on a mixed
population of males and females.

According to the statistical parametric mapping (SPM) method
applied for functional connectivity the material was sufficient to
generate inference at group level, implying that each individual was
representative for his/her designated group (29, 30). The implica-
tions of the data will, therefore, be discussed at the group, and not
the individual, level. With respect to MRI measurements it is
noteworthy that the degree of asymmetry was in the range of those
reported in previous studies, whereas the standard deviations were
even smaller, although our material was relatively limited (31–33).

Possible Mechanisms and Implications. Despite different method-
ological approaches, most studies suggest that cerebral asymmetry
is more pronounced in men. The degree and direction of asymme-
try is, however, spatially variable.

Table 4. Group differences in connectivity pattern, left amygdala

Region z level
Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

Group difference HeW � HeM HoM � HeM HeW � HoW HoM � HoW
Anterior cingulate

(subcallosum)
3.8 2.4 �16, 32, �1 6.5 4.2 �20, 2, �18 4.3 2.0 34, 8, �32 4.0 2.0 �20, 62, 12

�22, 0, �18 3.5 1.6 20, 32, �4 3.7 4.8 �16, 34, �12
R amygdala 4.5 2.9 30, 10, �12* 3.6 2.0 3, 5, �15* 3.6 1.3 20, �18, �12

24, 2, 2
R parahippocampus 3.1 0.3 36, �20, �24
L parahippocampus 3.5 2.0 �40, �30, �4
Cerebellum 3.2 1.4 �23, �50, �24 3.3 2.8 �36, �54, �28

Group difference HeM � HeW HeM � HoM HoW � HeW HoW � HoM
L amygdala 4.0 2.0 6.2 4.1 �18, 2, �18
Superior frontal

gyrus
0, 22, 52 No significant

difference
Parietal cortex 4.4 4.4 38, �66, 40 3.5 2.0 �18, –66, 12† 4.2 4.8 �38, –64, 28

56, �26, 13‡

Postcentral gyrus �

putamen �

insular cortex

4.1 11.1 �48, �12, 1

Significances were calculated by using threshold at T � 3.0, and P � 0.05 uncorrected. HoM � HeW not significant (ns); HoW � HeM ns; HeW � HoM ns; HeM �
HoW ns. Talairach coordinates denote local maxima. R, right; L, left.
*Covers the insular and the piriform cortex.
†Posterior cingulate.
‡Includes the postcentral gyrus.

Table 5. Group differences in connectivity pattern, right amygdala

Region z level
Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates z level

Size,
cm3 Coordinates

Group difference HeW � HeM HoM � HeM HeW � HoW HoM � HoW
Anterior cingulate

(subcallosum)
4.4 1.3 16, 4, �12 No significant

difference
Hypothalamus �

portion of
L amygdala

3.8 1.6 �6, �26, 2 3.6 2.4 �10, 5, �6

3.3 1.4 �10, 2, 2

L amygdala 4.2 1.6 �30, �6, �18
Superior collicle 3.8 1.6 0, �27, 2
Occippital cortex 4.0 5.4 20, �70, 8

Group difference HeM � HeW HeM � HoM HoW � HeW HoW � HoM
R amygdala ns 5.3 3.2 16, 6, �14
Precentral gyrus �

putamen
3.5 2.4 46, 14, 36

26, 0, 12
Orbitofr. �

putamen �

caudate

5.3 3.3 10, 38, �8

�14, 7, 12

Frontopolar cortex 3.4 1.1 �14, 62, 0 3.6 3.8 �18, 62, 2 4.3 6.2 �18, 52, 34
8, 62, 22 3.2 16, 64, 16

Pulvinar 3.2 1.6 7, �22, 16
Parietal cortex 3.5 3.0 �12, �54, 22 3.7 3.7 38, �18, 20

Talairach coordinates denote local maxima. HoW � HeM not significant (ns); HeM � HoW ns; HeM � HoM ns; HoM � HeW ns; HeW � HoM ns. Orbitofr.,
orbitofrontal cortex.
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In general, the asymmetry is rightward in frontal and temporal
lobe and leftward in the posterior temporal and occipitoparietal
regions (17), and in both regions more prominent in men (32–37).
In addition, in analysis of the cytoarchitecture of the primary visual
cortex Amunts et al. (36) recently found right more than left cortical
cell density, which was, again, more prominent in men. Among
studies explicitly comparing the entire hemispheres most, although
not all, suggest that the right hemisphere is larger in men (32, 34,
38, 39). The present findings from MR volumetry fit well with these
observations, as well as with anecdotal reports about functional
lateralization in homosexual subjects, men in particular. One pos-
sibility is that they reflect more pronounced interhemisphere
connections in HeW and HoM; women are reported to have a
larger anterior commissure than men (40, 41), and Allen and
Gorski (9) found that this structure was larger in HoM compared
to HeM. Another possibility is that the functions of the two
hemispheres are not as sharply differentiated in HeW and HoM.

HeW and HoM displayed more pronounced between-amygdala
connections and greater connections with the anterior cingulate,
the subcallosum, and the hypothalamus. This connectivity pattern
provides a strong substrate for processing of external stimuli that are
relayed by the two amygdalae and represents a possible pathway for
their functional interconnection in HeW and HoM. The remark-
able similarity between HeW and HoM in the connectivity pattern
deserves special attention. The amygdala has a key role in emo-
tional reactions to external stimuli, including stress; the subcallosum
and the anterior cingulate, on the other hand, are highly involved
in mediation of mood and anxiety-related processes (42). Affective
disorders are 2–3 times more common in women than men, and the
tight functional connections between the amygdala and cingulate in
women is currently discussed as a possible neurobiological substrate
for their higher vulnerability (43), in addition to the effects of
estrogen and testosterone. Interestingly, the incidence of depression
and suicide attempts is elevated in homosexual subjects, and HoM
in particular (44, 45). Although the underlying mechanisms are
likely to be multifactorial and include social pressure, the presently
observed similarity with HeW vis-à-vis the amygdala connectivity
motivates further evaluations.

The sensorimotor cortex and striatum displayed stronger con-
nections in HeM and HoW. These regions have been associated
with attending to and acting into the external environment (the fight
and flight reactions). Fight and flight reactions are reported to be
more common in men (46, 47).

The mechanisms behind the present observations are unknown.
In accordance with discussions about the sexual dimorphism of the
brain, three factors have to be taken into account: environmental
effects, genetics, and sex hormonal influences.

Sex difference in brain size has been shown to be present at birth
(48), and some volumetric data suggest that sex differences in
hemispheric asymmetry exist already in the human fetus (49, 50),
although other studies failed to detect them (51, 52). Adult patterns
of cerebral asymmetry (53), as well some features of regional sexual
dimorphism, are detected already in children (54). Cerebral mat-
uration continues after puberty, especially in boys (31), providing a
substrate for effects of social/environmental factors. However, to
attribute such effects to the present results would require a detailed
comprehension of how specific environmental factors relate to the
four groups investigated, and how they affect various cerebral
circuits. In the light of currently available information this can only
be speculative. Of note is that at variance with previous studies in
homosexual subjects the present data were not directly dependent
on perception or behavior. Thus, although repetitive sex- (or sexual
orientation-) specific preferred strategies may, theoretically, have
influenced the results, such systematic effects have, to the best of
our knowledge, not been reported, and seem unlikely.

As to the genetic factors, the current view is that they may play
a role in male homosexuality, but they seem to be insignificant for
female homosexuality (55). Genetic factors, therefore, appear less

probable as the major common denominator for all group differ-
ences observed here.

Mechanisms behind homosexuality are often discussed in terms
of an under-exposure to prenatal androgens in HoM and over-
exposure in HoW (56). In animal experiments manipulation of
testosterone has been shown to alter development of the androgen
receptor neurons by influencing anatomical connections and pat-
terns of programmed cell death (57). Interestingly, male rhesus
monkeys are found to have more androgen receptors in the right
hemisphere, whereas the distribution is symmetrical in females (58).
In rats, male cerebral asymmetry is established, in part, by early
androgen exposure, because castration at birth blocks the normal
rightward brain asymmetry. The symmetry in females, on the other
hand, can be reversed to the male pattern by neonatal ovariectomy
(59). To what extent these data are relevant for humans remains to
be clarified.

The present study does not allow narrowing of potential expla-
nations, which are probably multifactorial, including interplay be-
tween pre- and postnatal testosterone and estrogen, the androgen
and estrogen receptors, and the testosterone-degrading enzyme
aromatase. It nevertheless contributes to the ongoing discussion
about sexual orientation by showing that homosexual men and
women differed from the same-sex controls and showed features of
the opposite sex in two mutually independent cerebral variables,
which, in contrast to those studied previously, were not related to
sexual attraction. The observations cannot be easily attributed to
perception or behavior. Whether they may relate to processes laid
down during the fetal or postnatal development is an open question.
These observations motivate more extensive investigations of larger
study groups and prompt for a better understanding of the neuro-
biology of homosexuality.

Methods
Subjects. Twenty-five HeM (age 30 � 4 years), 25 HeW (age 31 � 4 years), 20 HoM
(age 32 � 7 years), and 20 HoW (age 31 � 5 years) were included. All subjects
participated in the MR study, and 50 of them (13 HeM, 13 HeW, 12 HoM, and 12
HoW) also participated in the PET studies. All of the subjects were right-handed
(60), healthy, and HIV negative. The heterosexual men and women all scored 0,
thehomosexualmen6,andthehomosexualwomenonaverage5.5ontheKinsey
heterosexual/homosexual scale (0 � maximally heterosexual, 6 � maximally
homosexual) (61). In addition to scoring themselves on the Kinsey scale (which is
based on self-identification), the subjects also participated in interviews regard-
ing three dimensions of sexual orientation (fantasy, romantic attraction, and
sexual behavior) over consecutive 5-year historical time periods, from age 16 to
the present (5, 62). All decisions about subjects’ sexual orientation were made in
ignorance of the subjects’ PET and MR data. The Ethics Committee of the Karo-
linska Institutet approved the study.

MRI. Structural images were acquired on a GE 1.5-T scanner including 3D-
weightedT1SPGR imageswith1-mmsectionsaccordingtoapreviouslydescribed
protocol (63). Homologous VOIs were delineated manually by using MRIcro
software (www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro.html) on original, unreformat-
ted T1 images by two investigators who were uninformed about the identity of
the subjects, their sex, and their sexual identity. The values presented in Results
and Table 1 were generated by investigator 1, who analyzed all of the data
(investigator 2 analyzed data from 15 subjects in each cohort). The cerebral
hemispheres were delineated on every second coronal slice of the individual MR
images. The same coronal section was displayed in parallel windows, to avoid
overlapping demarcation. Cerebral hemispheres were divided at the midline in
thecoronalplanebyahand-drawnlineconnectingthemeasuredmidpointofthe
corpus callosum with the midpoint of the hypothalamus, third ventricle, cerebral
aqueduct, and so on (38). The respective VOI included ventricles and the cortical
and subcortical structures, and it ended in the caudal direction at the level of the
superior colliculum (Fig. S1). Thus, the subcortical regions, brainstem, and cere-
bellum were separated from the remaining brain and not included. The cerebel-
lar hemispheres were delineated separately according to Ciumas and Savic (64).
Fifteen pairs of randomly selected right and left cerebral and cerebellar hemi-
spheres were chosen for repeated measurements by two independent investi-
gators, to allow assessment of inter-rater and inter-trial reliability.

Asymmetry in hemispheric volumes (right vs. left hemisphere) was first tested
in each group with paired t tests (P � 0.0125). Possible group differences were
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then tested with respect to asymmetry indices [(right side � left side)/right side �

left side/2] using one-way ANOVA and Fisher’s post hoc test (P � 0.05), separately
for the cerebral and cerebellar hemispheres. The inter- and intra-rater variability
was calculated by using simple regression (P � 0.05).

PET. The PET data were, in accordance with the report of Kilpatrick et al. (21),
derived from multiple PET studies. These studies were carried out during percep-
tion of various odorants presented in glass jars under the nose, and conducted by
I.S. and colleagues at the Karolinska University Hospital (4, 5) on a scanner with
a spatial resolution (FWHM) of 3.8 mm. During the baseline condition, which was
theonlyconditionusedfor thepresentanalyses, subjectswere instructedtorelax,
with eyes closed and ears plugged, and just breathe the unscented room air while
an open and empty jar was presented 10 mm under the nose. Before PET scans
subjects were trained to breathe normally without sniffing or hyperventilating.
They were asked to restrain from active thinking during the scans, and gave
verbaloutput inhowtheysucceededaftereachscan. rCBFwasmeasuredbyusing
[15O]H2O during each scan, which lasted for 60 sec. The baseline scan was re-
peated three times, and always separated from any sensory task scan by at least
10 min, as previously described (4, 5). For detailed description about scanning
procedure, see SI Text.

Functional connectivity was defined as the extent to which normalized rCBF in
seed VOIs covaried with pixel-based rCBF values across the investigated subjects.
The normalized rCBF was extracted from circular (5-mm) VOIs covering the right
and left amygdala (center of gravity in Talairach coordinates �18, �2, �16 and
�15, �4, �14). These coordinates provided a symmetrical coverage of both
amygdalae, as the standard brain is slightly rotated in Talairach space. Significant
covariations (T�3.0, correctedP�0.05)werecalculatedbyusingtheentirebrain
as search space (multisubject condition and covariate analysis within SPM2).
Between group comparisons were carried out at T � 3.0, and P � 0.05 uncor-
rected, hypothesizing more pronounced symmetry in women, and thus more
pronounced connections with the contralateral amygdala; furthermore, based
on Kilpatrick et al. (21), we expected more pronounced connections with the
anterior cingulate and subcallosum in HeW than in HeM, and more pronounced
connections with the sensorimotor cortex and the basal ganglia in HeM than in
HeW.
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